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DreamBelieveAchieve™

InspirationInspiration

With enough heart, we can make it Earth Day, every day!

A special thank you to Dreyden 

for ensuring his Mom included a recycle box in Dream’s classroom.

DedicationDedication

With love for my very dear siblings: Jeff, Frances, Katie, Bill 

and Peter Anthony, our guardian angel.
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•• WHY NOT?  WHY NOT? ••

DD
ream Star tossed and turned on his fl uffy cloud bed. It was the most 

comfortable surface in the universe but he just couldn’t fall asleep!

At Star School today, he had learned that stars are not able to shine   

 their brightest all of the time.

“What’s with that?” Dream thought. “Shining brightly is the best feeling in the 

whole universe. It’s hard to explain because everything else pales in comparison!”

Dream’s teacher, Miss Status Quo, had told them, “We can only shine our 

brightest when the Earth glows brilliantly. The Earth glows like that only when 

many human hearts are fi lled with love.”

“This only happens a few times each year,” she explained, “when humans 

celebrate very special occasions all around the world. Earth Day, celebrated every 

year, is an excellent example.”

“That’s not enough,” Dream thought. “I want to shine 

my brightest all year long!”

Dream knew that for millions of years humans on 

Earth hadn’t been as loving as they really could be, yet he 

thought, “There has to be a way! Why not?”
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  •• STAR SCHOOL STAR SCHOOL ••

MM
iss Status Quo called the class to attention. Today they would learn 

exactly when they could shine their brightest, and when they couldn’t.

  Dream looked at the other stars. He didn’t know them well because  

 he spent most of his time daydreaming. Dream’s parents, both stars in 

the Big Dipper constellation, encouraged him to always follow his dreams. 

After Star School, Dream will go to the Little Dipper Academy. He thought, “I’ll 

try out all different constellations. I might not know where I want to shine, but I do 

know I want to shine my brightest all of the time!”

Although Dream rarely spoke up in class, he raised his point to ask a question.

Miss Status Quo looked at him in surprise and said, “Yes, Dream?”

Taking a deep breath, he asked, “Why can’t we fi nd a way to shine our brightest 

all year long?”

Miss Status Quo glared at Dream but that didn’t stop 

him from continuing, “It is such a wonderful feeling, there 

must be a way!”

She said, “Enough! I told you yesterday it is impossible. 

Dream Star, I think staying after school might give you time 

to accept what is and has been for millions of years.”

Bbbrring! Bbbrring!

“Saved by the recess bell.” Dream thought, “My fi rst 

school detention and – I hope – my last!”
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  •• RECESS RUCKUS  RECESS RUCKUS ••

AA
s usual, Mr. Fluff E. Cloud and his cool cloud rides were waiting at the 

playground. Fluff E. is a big softie adored by everyone.

Storm E. Cloud is a bit grumpy, but his water slide is fantastic!

 Fluff E. told Dream Star, “This is our favorite time of day, normally 

we just hang around.”

Dream was thinking about riding the roller 

coaster again when he heard someone shouting. 

A star had stopped suddenly on the water slide 

and created a pile-up with the four stars following 

behind him. No one was hurt, but they were 

steamed! After getting untangled, they began 

complaining loudly.
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When Miss Status Quo arrived to investigate, she gave all of them detention for 

raising such a ruckus.

“Detention might not be that boring after all!” Dream thought.

Super Star and her brothers, Drooper and Baby Pooper, would be in detention 

with Dream. He secretly liked Super, but had been too shy to talk to her. “Now, I’ll 

have my chance!” he thought.

Super’s younger brother Drooper was really funny. His top point was always 

drooping over his face and the only way he could straighten it out was to stand on 

his head!

Baby Pooper had caused the pile-up on the water slide. Or rather, his diaper did. 

You see, his diapers are made of shiny gold to add a little extra sparkle in the sky. 

However, they make crawling, walking and sliding a little diffi cult!

The twins, Believe and Achieve, would be in detention too. They were on a 

school exchange program from the Andromeda Galaxy, which is 

two million light years away from the Milky Way.

Dream thought, “I wonder what it’s like there? Maybe 

someday, I’ll get to visit!”

The recess bell rang and everyone returned to class.
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  •• DETENTION DISCOVERY  DETENTION DISCOVERY ••

AA
fter school, Miss Status Quo said to the six stars in detention, “I expect all 

of you to think about why you’re here. NO talking!” she added as she left 

the room.

 Super smiled at Dream and whispered, “Do you really think we could 

shine our brightest more often?”

Dream said, “I don’t know how, but I believe we could if we tried.”

Drooper laughed and said, “I guess with a name like Dream you think anything is 

possible.”

“Yes, I do!” Dream declared.

Believe spoke up, “In Andromeda, our human planet glows brilliantly all of the 

time, though it wasn’t always that way. Like your human planet, ours didn’t glow 

brilliantly very often. Then it changed quickly and love spread to every corner of the 

planet – but no one knows why.”

Her twin sister Achieve added, “Now our humans are full of love and we shine 

brightly all of the time!”

Dream asked, “Why didn’t you tell the teacher?”

Believe laughed, “Because most grown-ups need to see something to believe it.”

Achieve said, “We think your planet has started the same change. Your Earth’s 

history shows that love is growing stronger every day.”

Dream’s eyes sparkled. “Now we know it’s possible! I’ll talk to Sir Knight North 

Star. He knows the most about humans. Let’s meet again 

at Milky Way Park tomorrow morning at 9 o’clock.”




